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2nd US Bank Fails – US and UK Governments Act Fast to Assure no Depositor Losses 
as SVB UK also fails  

On Sunday 3/12/2023 federal regulators closed New York's Signature Bank, following Silicon Valley 
Bank's (SVB) collapse on Friday. Signature Bank has been popular among crypto companies, 
especially after crypto-friendly Silvergate Bank, in California, said last Wednesday it would close its 
operations. At more than $110 billion in assets, Signature Bank is the third-largest bank failure in US 
history. In addition, SVB UK fails, and the Bank of England facilitates its transfer to HSBC. 

US banks overall were sitting on $620 billion in unrealized losses - mostly bonds that have decreased 
in price but haven't been sold yet - at the end of 2022, according to the FDIC. Smaller regional and 
community banks are not subject to the extensive stress tests that 33 of the largest "systemically 
important banks" - SIBs, passed in 2022. Most large US banks remain in good financial condition and 
won't find themselves in a situation where they're forced to realize bond losses. 

US government moves to stop potential banking crisis 
Associated Press 3/12/2023 Highlights 
The US government took extraordinary steps Sunday to stop a potential banking crisis, assuring 
depositors at the failed financial institution that they would be able to access all of their money quickly. 
[Not just $250,000 guaranteed by FDIC]. 

The Treasury Department, Federal Reserve, and FDIC said Sunday that all Silicon Valley Bank clients 
will be protected and have access to their funds and announced steps designed to protect the bank's 
customers and prevent more bank runs. 

The announcement came amid fears that the factors that caused SVB to fail could spread. Regulators 
had worked all weekend to try and come up with a buyer before trading began in Asia. However, those 
efforts were unsuccessful. SVB is the second-largest bank failure in US history, behind only the 2008 
failure of Washington Mutual.  

"This step will ensure that the US banking system continues to perform its vital roles of protecting 
deposits and providing access to credit to households and businesses in a manner that promotes strong 
and sustainable economic growth," the agencies said in a joint statement. 

No taxpayer costs will be associated with plans for banks 
MarketWatch 3/12/2023 Highlights 
Shareholders and certain unsecured debtholders will not be protected. Senior management has also 
been removed. Any losses to the Deposit Insurance Fund to support uninsured depositors will be 
recovered by a special assessment on banks, as required by law. 

Finally, the Federal Reserve Board on Sunday announced it would make available unlimited 1-yr. loans 
backed by a bank's Treasury securities based on par value to help assure banks can meet the needs 
of all their depositors.  

In the long run, the risk of large deposit runs may require higher insured deposit amounts. Deposit 
insurance rates would accordingly have to rise to adequately fund those contingent liabilities. Raising 
deposit insurance levels would also mean that regulation of small and midsize banks would have to be 
intensified along the lines of what now exists for SIBs. Many inside the world of finance would chafe at 
the expanded role of regulators in finance. Politically, it could be challenging to achieve. 
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If we have learned anything from the SVB debacle, it is that bankers, left to themselves, cannot only  

bring down their own banks - they can also potentially take the entire financial system with them. 

It has been said that war is too important to be left to the generals. That adage seems to also apply to 
finance. Banking may simply be too important to be left to the bankers. 

Dave notes, FDIC will run the failed banks and seek to find buyers at a discounted price for each. While 
no banks made bids for the SVB bank this weekend, eliminating depositor risk gives the FDIC time to 
sell or liquidate the banks. Treasury bonds that have such huge market losses, if held to maturity (in 
maybe 10-20 years) will be redeemed at par value. Further, if interest rates decline the values will 
increase, but not likely to be the reported 1% rates on some bonds bought when Fed Fund rates were 
near zero with historically in a long period of low inflation. Any FDIC losses must be recovered by future 
FDIC assessments on all banks.   

US regulators say bank customers will be made whole as the second bank fails 
CNN 3/12/2023 Highlights 
In an extraordinary action to restore confidence in America's banking system, the Biden administration 
on Sunday guaranteed that customers of the failed Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank will have 
access to all their money starting Monday (3/13). 

By guaranteeing all deposits – even the uninsured money that customers kept with the failed banks – 
the government aimed to prevent more bank runs and to help companies to continue to make payroll 
and fund their operations.  

A bailout of Silicon Valley Bank itself was not under consideration, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 
said in an interview with CBS Sunday. "Let me be clear that during the financial crisis, there were 
investors and owners of systemic large banks that were bailed out … and the reforms that have been 
put in place means that we're not going to do that again," Yellen told CBS. "But we are concerned about 
depositors and are focused on trying to meet their needs." 

How Trump's Deregulation Sowed the Seeds For Silicon Valley Bank's Demise 
Forbes 3/12/2023 Highlights 
On May 24, 2018, Trump signed into law [EGRRCPA - regulatory relief bill] which bank lobbyists and 
numerous politicians had fought hard for. Those lobbying for the [relief bill] argued that capital, liquidity, 
and stress requirements for regional and community banks would be detrimental to the economy. In 
several Forbes columns, it was argued that the weakening of bank regulations would be the seeds for 
the next financial crisis. 

Some of the key changes were: Increasing the asset threshold for "systemically important financial 
institutions" or, "SIFIs," from $50 billion to $250 billion (and many other exclusions). By changing the 
asset size, banks like Silicon Valley Bank were no longer designated as systemically important.  

More details on the stress tests and the deregulation of smaller banks in the view of the writer at  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mayrarodriguezvalladares/2023/03/12/how-trumps-deregulation-sowed-
the-seeds-for-silicon-valley-banks-demise/?sh=4a79dfe23432  

Bank and Technology Crisis Spreads to Europe 
MSNBC 3/13/2023 – As of 3 AM MST- Some European banks and insurance companies are plunging 
in value. Overall European market indexes are down 2-5% in early trading. US futures were quite 
positive in early pre-market futures trading after the US moved to protect all depositors. However, US 
futures later turned about flat, with some US banks' futures plunging. US treasury yields are also 
plunging to around 3.5% on the 10-year. Some analysts believe the banking crisis will slow the US 
Fed's interest rate increase to only 0.25% or even pause them with the fast developing, unexpected 
banking crisis.   

HSBC swoops in to rescue UK arm of Silicon Valley Bank 
BBC News 3/13/2023 Early Morning Reporting Highlights 
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HSBC has swooped in to buy the UK arm of collapsed US Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), relieving UK tech 
firms who warned they could go bust without help. The [UK] Treasury said the deal with HSBC involved 
no taxpayer money, and the Bank of England said deposits were secure.  

HSBC said it paid just £1 for the SVB's UK arm after it failed. The deal came after all-night talks involving 
chancellor Jeremy Hunt, the prime minister, the Bank of England governor, HSBC bosses and civil 
servants to try to find a solution before firms began trading again on Monday morning. The Bank of 
England said no other UK banks had been "materially affected" by SVB's collapse and said the wider 
banking system remained "safe, sound, and well capitalised". Although the UK arm of SVB was small 
with just over 3,000 business customers, its collapse would have presented a risk for a sector which 
the government views as pivotal to the UK's future economic success. Mr Hunt said such firms were 
often "fragile." 

"Some of them only had bank accounts with SVB UK and so for that reason we were faced with a 
situation where could have seen some of our most important companies, our most strategic companies, 
wiped out and that would have been extremely dangerous," he added. But Mr. Hunt insisted there was 
"never a systemic risk to our financial stability in the UK." 

Sebastian Weidt, chief executive of Universal Quantum, a tech company told the BBC the last 48 to 72 
hours had been "unbelievably stressful" and said while his company had been trying to make plans to 
mitigate the potential impact, had a deal not been made it would have been "pretty detrimental to the 
whole sector." 
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